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BOOLEAN ISOMORPHISM BETWEEN PARTIAL ORDERINGS
OF CONVERGENT AND DIVERGENT SERIES

AND INFINITE SUBSETS OF N

PETER VOJTAS

(Communicated by Andreas R. Blass)

Abstract. We prove that RO^fNJ/fin, C*) is isomorphic under p =

cf(2No) to the Boolean completion of the comparison ordering of the abso-

lutely divergent series (downwards) and under Nj = cf(2No) to the Boolean

completion of the ratio comparison ordering of absolutely convergent series

(upwards).

1. Introduction and statement of the results

One of the recent paradigms of set theory is the study of cardinal characteris-

tics of the real line and structures connected with it (e.g., measure and category,

the Cech-Stone remainder of N, the Baire space jV , convergent series); see

[Ba, vD, FI, F2, J, M, Va]. The study of convergence went further along the

lines of partial orderings of series that came from problems of real analysis; see,

e.g., [Kh, V2]. While the comparison ordering of absolutely convergent series is
upwards directed, our results show that the comparison ordering of absolutely

divergent series (downwards), the ratiocomparison ordering of the absolutely

convergent series (upwards), and almost inclusion on infinite subsets of natural

numbers are (at least sometimes) similar. One of the ways to make this ob-

servation precise is to use the concept of the Boolean completion of a partially
ordered set.

Recall, for a partial ordering (P, ^), the topology generated by cuts of the

form {x £ P : x < p}, p £ P (i.e., the cut topology), produces the complete

Boolean algebra of regular open subsets RO(F, ^) (see [Je]), which can be (for

separative, but in a very natural sense also for nonseparative p.o.'s) considered

as a Boolean completion of P.

Let e°° denote the space of bounded infinite sequences of real numbers, tx

the space of absolutely convergent series, and l\ the set of absolutely convergent
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series taking nonzero real values. For a, b £ i°° \ tx , define

a <* b   iff   (3«)(VA: ^ «)(|a(A:)| ̂  \b(k)\)

and for a, b £ t\ ,

(notice the orientation of inequalities <* and ^ ). We denote the corresponding

Boolean completion of these (nonseparative) partial orders by RO(^°°\^', <*)

and RO(£{., <*). Let ^(N)/fin be the set of infinite subsets of natural num-

bers, and for A, B £ ^(N)/ fin, write

AC* B   iff   |^\fi|<K0.

The Boolean completion of (the separative partial order)   (^(N)/fin, C*)

is denoted by RO(^(N)/fin, C*).
Let

p = minjlJH : & c ^(N)/fin is a filter base and /\9~ = o}

(see [Va]).
It is known that Kj ^ p ^ cf(2N°) and, e.g., under MA, p = 2N° holds. In

the second section we prove the following.

Theorem, (a) If p = cf(2N°), then the Boolean algebras RO(^°° \ ll, <*) and
RO(^(N)/ fin, C*) are isomorphic, (b) // Ni = cf(2N°), then the Boolean alge-

bras RO(^{, <*) and RO(^(N)/fin, C*) are isomorphic.

Problem. Is it provable in ZFC that RO(^°° \ lx, <*), RO(£|, <*), and
RO(^(N)/fin, C*) are isomorphic?

Our notation follows that of [Je] for p.o.'s and set theory, [BS] for Boolean

algebras, [Va] for cardinal characteristics of the continuum, and [Fi] for real

analysis.

2. The proof of the theorem

The idea of the proof is to construct isomorphic dense trees in the algebras

under consideration using the following.

Lemma 1 [BSV, BS]. Let x,X > N0,/c > 2 be cardinals, B a (x, •, k)-

nowhere-distributive Boolean algebra having a k-closed dense subset C. Let

B be (p, -, 2)-distributive for each p < x. If n(B) - k<x , then there is a dense

subset T C C of B such that (T, >) is a tree of height x and each t £ T has

K<x immediate successors.

As we do not know whether our orderings are homogeneous in the cardi-

nal characteristics involved in Lemma 1, our arguments should be hereditary.

Moreover, as our algebras are not separative and we do not know whether the

cardinal characteristics are the same for the orderings in question and their

(canonical) separative quotients, we have to be a little bit careful. Define "x is

compatible with y in F" (notation: x\Py) if (3z £ P) (z < x&z < y);

otherwise jc  and y  are said to be incompatible,  xLpy.  For x £ P, let
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x~° = int(cl({z £ P : z <x})) be the interior of the closure of the cut generated
by x in the cut topology of P. The (canonical) equivalence

(1) x&py   iff   (Vz)(z\Px iff z\Py)   iff   x~° = y~°

and the induced ordering

(2) [xU*pb>U    iff   (Vz<x)(z\Py)   iff   x-°Cy-°

makes (P/ap, £p) separative. Moreover,

(3) x < y   implies   [x]ap <P \y]~p

and

(4) x\Py   iff   [x]*r\piaf [y]ap.

The algebras RO(F, <) and RO(F/~p, £P) are isomorphic. A separative

partial ordering (Q, <) can be embedded or w.l.o.g. can be considered as a
dense subset of RO(Q, <).

For a:N->R, we write \a\(n) = \a(n)\, 3 = {\a\ :a£l°°\tx}, a3 is the

equivalence from (1) for 31 making D = 3'/„s separative with the induced

ordering <D from (2). Write BD = RO(D, g/>) ss RO(^°° \/!, <*). Similarly,
write 3t = {\a\ : a £ lx+} and tsx, K = 3?/~x and <K, BK = RO(K, £K)

ss RO(il, <*). We denote the algebra RO(^(N)/fin, C*) by BN .

For a £ Jf, let fa : N -» R+ be defined as follows: /a(0) = a(0) ,fa(n + l) =

^g^; for / : N -» R+ define af(n) = Y["i=Qf(i). We see that afa = a and

that (tl, <*) is isomorphic to

y = {fa : a G Jf} = j /: / : N - R+ and f] £[/(/) < +°cl
I 71=0 1=0 J

with the order >*, where R+ is the set of positive real numbers.

Observation 2. (A) For a, b £3,

00

(5) a\a,b   iff  \a\\D\b\   iff   ^min(a(/i), b(n)) = +oo
n=0

anaf

(6) [a] </> [b] and c £ [a] and d £ [b]   implies   [a] = [min (c, d)].

(B)For a,b£5?,

oo     n

(7) a\jrb   iff  [a]\K[b]   iff   £ JJ max (/,(/),/»(/))< +co
n=0 (=0

(8) [a] <jf [6] a/m/ c £ [a] and d £ [b]   implies   [a] = [amax{fctfd)].

Proof. The proof is easy by (1), (2), (3), and (4); namely, (8) holds, thanks to
the fact that in (2) we are allowed to restrict ourselves to z < x.

Lemma 3. The partial orderings (K, ^k) and (D, 5^) are atomless.

Proof. Since the situation for (D, ^d) is quite transparent, we turn our at-

tention to K.  Given a £ JP, we construct b, c <* a such that b and c
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are incompatible in X . Modifying an observation of Abel and Dini (see [ Fi,

XI.375.4]), we prove that, for y(n) = Y^Ln <3(/) > l^e series

, ,_ a(2n + 1)

(9) M2»+ 1) = ,-.o+d •

M2" + 2) = F^Ti)'      M0) = a(0)

and

nm /"i x        a(2") /t    , i\     a(2n + 1)
(10) Cct(2") = ^M'     *(2" + 1) = 7=5<2S)

converge for o > 0. As

/ —j— dx = — x" ,
J x1-" a

we have by the mean value theorem,

1 1 dxa
-(y°(2n + 1) - y°(2n + 3)) = (a(2n + 1) + a(2n + 2))- —(fl
o a ox

for some t\ such that y(2n + 3) < £ < y(2n + 1). But then

l/(7,0     ,  ,x       CT/T     , ^      «(2«+l) + a(2« + 2)-(yff(2« + 1) - 7CT(2« + 3)) =--^-/-

a(2/!+l)-r-a(2n + 2)     ,   ._    , ., , , ,.      .,
^        yi-g(2yi-H)-= M2n+l) + ̂ (2« + 2).

AsEr=0c7()'<T(2" + 1)-)'<T(2" + 3))=lim"-oc^(7,T(l)-7<7(2« + 3))= ly'(l),

we have that Z/CT converges (the case for cCT is similar). Now it suffices to show

that b = bi and c = Cy are incompatible in Jtf and both are <* below a .
2 2

To this end, by (7) it suffices to show that max (fb, f) 0 SF, fa<*fb, and
fa<* fc- Indeed,

fnn , n_a(2/i+l)   ly(2n-l) f a(2n + 2)
/i(2" + 1)-^(2^rv^rTT)'    /a(2/2 + 2)-^tt)

and

fr?„ , n_a(2/»+l) f a(2n + 2)   /   y(2/i)~~
/c(2«+l)-    fl(2/j)    ,        fc(2n + 2)- a{2n + X)]j7{2n + 2y

Thus

max(/„/f)(«+l) = ^r^^—-;

so, easily fa <* fb, and fa<* f ■ Further, as

, x       , x  /y(0)y(l)---y(w-2)
flm«(/4./f)(") = fl(»)y    j,(2)y(3)...y(«)

1/y(«-l)y(«) 7(«-l)
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it is enough to show that £^o ^f^ = +00 ■ Suppose, on the contrary, that

£^=0 ^T1 < +0° • Then tails conver8e t0 ° > Dut

~ a(z + l)    Aa(/+l) = y(» + l)

So it suffices to have

(3a > 0)(Vfc)(3« > k) {^f1 > <* > o)

for a not to be an atom in 3?. If not, then

(Va > 0)(3rCa)(V« > rca)(y(« + 1) < a(a(n) + y(« + 1))),

and hence *g$l < fc ; that is,

(11) Mm fa(n) = 0.
n—nx>

But define b'(2n) = 1/2", b'(2n + 1) = 1/2" and c'(2n + 1) = 1/2", c'(2« + 2)
= 1/2". Both V and c' are, because of (11), <*-smaller than a and incom-
patible in 3?.

Lemma 4. The partial ordering (K, ^K) is a-closed.

Proof. Take {a,■■ : i £ N} C 3? such that i < j implies [a,] <k [a,-]. Put
g,(«) = max{/aj(n) :;'</}. In K we have that [agi] = [a,]. This can be

proved by an induction of length i using (8), and so ag. £ Jf. So define by

induction «(0) = 0 and

n(k + 1) = min lj:j> n(k) and J2agk(i) < ^ > .

Define g(j) = gk(i) for n(A:) < /' < n(k + 1). As ag <* a, and ag £ i\, we
are done.

Lemma 5. The partial ordering (D, ^d) w p-closed.

Proof. Using the theorem of Bell [Be], it is enough for every descending se-

quence in D of length < p to find a a-centered poset and less than p-many

dense sets such that any filter (in the ground model) that meets each of these

dense sets produces a divergent series lying below the given descending sequence

(in the ground model).

Let {aa : a < k < p} c 3 be such that a < B implies [ap] <D [aa]. Put

P = {(s, a) : (3n £ N)(s : n -» (Q+)) and (3a < k) (a £ [fla]«^)},

and order

(s,a)<(r,b)     ifrCs

and (\/n)(\a(n)\ < \b(n)\) and (V/i G dom(s) \dom(r))(s(«) < b(n)). For fixed

5, put Ps = {(r, b) £ P : r = s}. Notice that Ps is by (6) centered, and hence

P is er-centered.
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The following sets are dense in F:

for k £ N Xk = {(s, a): k £ dom(s)} as (sua \ [(k+l)\dom(s)], a) =

sa,k <(s,a)

for m £ N, Ym = {(s, a) : Enedom(s)5(") > m) as sa,k for sufficiently

large k lies in Ym ;

for a < k  Za = {(s, a): a < aa} as (s, min(a, aa)) £ P.

Let G C P be a filter that meets every Xk,Ym, and ZQ for (k, m, a) £

N x N x k . Put

Then f £3 and f <* aa for every a < k . To see the latter, notice that if

(s, a) £ ZanG is fixed and (r, b) £ GnXfc for /c > dom(s) is arbitrary, then

as G is centered, s Cr, and

(V« G dom(r) \ dom(s))(r(n) < min(a(«), b(n)) < aa(n)),

i.e., (VA: > dom(s))(f(k) < aa(k)).

Corollary 6. hsat(/i:, £K) = hsat(F>, gD) = 2*°.

Froo/. Using atomlessness and a-closedness, construct a splitting binary tree of

length No consisting of elements of K (in D similarly). As there are 2K°-many

branches and below each of them there is a nonzero element, we are done.

Corollary 7. The algebra RO(D, ^D) is p-distributive for every p < p, and the

algebra RO(K, ^k) is ^-distributive.

Proof. As closedness of a dense subset implies distributivity, the proof is easy.

Lemma 8. Both RO(K, fLK) and RO(D, Sd) are not cf(2*a)-distributive.

Proof. Take K = \JKa, a < cf(2*°) such that \Ka\+ < 2N°. Then as \Ka\+ <
hsat(A^) by the refining lemma of [BV], there is a disjoint refinement Pa of

Ka . The matrix {Pa: a < cf(2N°)} cannot have a common refinement as K is
not atomary. (The case of D is the same.)

Proof of the theorem. Note that all our observations are valid hereditarily.
(a) Under p = cf(2H°), the algebra is homogeneous in the cardinal char-

acteristics involved in Lemma 1, and the conditions of Lemma 1 are fulfilled

with x = cf(2**°), k — 2, and X - p, the algebra BD is (p, •, 2)-nowhere-

distributive and has a p-closed dense set (namely, D), is (p, •, 2)-distributive
for every p < p, and n(BD) = 2N° = 2<p. Take TD = {Pa : a < p} c D from
the assertion of Lemma 1, i.e., Tp is a tree of height p such that each t £ Tp

has 2N° immediate succesors. Notice, moreover, that all maximal branches are

of length p, i.e., all chains are long in the terminology of [BPS, D]. Then, notice

that U{^j+i : a < P) is isomorphic to Ua<pa(2N°) ordered by the inverse in-

clusion (the canonical dense set of the complete Boolean algebra Col(2N°, p)).
Moreover, using results of [BPS], under p = cf(2N°) the same is the case for

Bn •
(b) Under N] = cf(2N°), the conditions of Lemma 1 are fulfilled for BK with

X = x =  Ni, k = 2, and K is a cr-closed dense subset of Bk ■

3. Concluding remarks

3.1. Observe that some of the cardinal characteristics from [Va] can be defined
for RO(*:, gjc) and RO(D, gD). Consider tK , i)K , tD, h^. We proved in
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fact that if

tD = fa = t = h

then

RO(^°° \il, <•) sa RO(^(N)/fin, C*).

We show that this assumption is not necessary.

Example. It is consistent with ZFC that t < h and BD se BN .

Construction. Our construction uses the model from Theorem 2.1 of [D]. Start

with a model of GCH and force with a c.c.c. partial order Q such that in

VQ we have MA and 2N° = K2, and hence Bp sc. 5N . After this force with

p = ((Ja<Ni Q2) n F, Q * F is in fact the product Q x P. P adds no new

countable subsets of V® , and hence D and ^>(N)/fin in V® and V<2xP = W

are the same, and so they still have isomorphic dense subsets, and hence, in W,

Bp~B^. As proved by Dordal, in W we have t = Wx and h = N2 .

3.2. We would like to emphasize the problem from the introduction by the

following: the problem of provability in ZFC of Bp ^ Bk — Bn is a kind of
question whether the 2-valued structure (^(N)/fin) and real-valued structures

(3, 3tf) are similar. Let us recall from [VI] a problem of a similar kind (see

also [Va]). Let

t = min||^|: 92 C ^(N)/fin and (V/: N -» {0, l})(3i? G 92) lim/(«) exists!

and

xa = min j |^| :9? c9>(N)/fm and (V/ G e°°)(3R £ 9?)limf(n)   exists!.

Is r = rCT provable in ZFC? Easily r < xa, and Just [Ju] pointed out that

if t < x„, then either r < u or u > NNo+i, and there is a measurable cardinal

in an inner model. Is our problem Bp ~ Bk - BN of the same kind, i.e., are

large cardinals involved? Note that the structure of (ll, <*) depends on the

set theory but large cardinals are up to now not involved.

3.3. Hierarchies of classical tests were constructed using a chain of parameters

in (ll, <*) consisting of monotone series (e.g., Raabe's, Bertrand's ratiocom-

parison tests, ...). We do not even know whether, for

^ = {/G^:V-/(«)<l}

RO(J?7, >*) is atomless. If this is the case, then it is also isomorphic to BN at

least under Ni = cf(2*°).
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